II

Structure and Components

The structure of the water pump is comprised of the following components: pulley hub,
body, shaft, bearing, mechanical seal and rotor (impeller). The shaft is mounted onto a
bearing which is pressed into the water pump body. On one end of the shaft, a pulley
hub is attached, while the other end is a rotor (impeller). The pulley hub transfers energy
from the fan or timing belt into a rotation, spinning the shaft, therefore spinning the
rotor. The rotor then circulates the coolant. A mechanical seal is installed to prevent
leakage of coolant into the bearing and also supports the shaft for smooth rotation.

The body of the water pump is equipped with a vapor hole and a weep hole. The vapor
hole relieves excess gas pressure seeping through the mechanical seal. The weep hole
bleeds off excess coolant seeping through the mechanical seal. Both holes function as a
safety to protect the shaft and the bearing from contamination.
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AISIN Water Pump Characteristics

The bearing relieves pressure on the shaft from the
tension created by the fan or timing belt. Since
pressure is continuously applied, a high quality
bearing is of the utmost importance to protect the
water pump from failing.

The mechanical seal prevents coolant leak as well
as support the rotation of the shaft. The structure
of the airtight seal and durable materials used also
prevents unneeded noise and vibrations.

Quality materials for the rotor are a necessity to
create and maintain complex geometry for the
optimization of coolant flow, as well as resisting
corrosion from rust, scaling of coolant and cavitation.

Quality materials are used to withstand heat,
vibration and corrosion. Water channel is designed
with optimal flow of coolant. Positioning of vapor
hole and weep hole are key to prevent excess
coolant from bearing and shaft contamination.
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Precautions in Handling
Do not manually turn the pulley before installation of the water pump. In the mechanical
seal, the soft carbon block may create residue on the ceramic block, generating abnormal
(squealing) noises during operation.

WARNING!
Dry turning will damage the mechanical
seal. Pre-lubricate before turning.

Precautions
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It is recommended that the lower part of the water pump is submerged in water for
approximately 3 minutes prior to installation. This is to form a layer of water between
the carbon and ceramic blocks in the mechanical seal, and prevent abnormal (squealing)
noises from being generated.
(Some noise may be heard at initial start-up, but will disappear after engine warm-up.)

V

Installation Procedure
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Installation Procedure
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Preventive Maintenance
can save you time and money

Your service technician will tell you that replacing your timing belt is critical to your
engine’s life. If it fails, severe engine damage such as bent valves can occur.
This is also true with the water pump, which is the heart of the cooling system. If the
water pump fails, it can also cause severe engine damage, leading to a blown head
gasket, or in the worst case, the whole engine may need replacement.
Did you know that the replacement of a typical timing belt is almost, bolt-for-bolt and
nut-for-nut, the same process as for a water pump?
A typical timing belt replacement will include the timing belt and bearings. Since the
life expectancies of these bearings (idler and tensioner) are about the same as the
bearing inside your water pump, it just makes sense to replace these two critical engine
parts at the same time, saving you time, money and giving you peace of mind.

Example Standard Labor Rate Comparisons
*Approximate Labor Time (Hours)

Vehicle Information

Timing Water
Belt
Pump

Year

Make

Model

Motor

02-06

Toyota

Camry

3.OL V6

3.0

99-04

Honda

Odyssey

3.5L V6

5.0

Total

Timing Belt
& Water Pump

Hours
Saved

4.0

7.0

4.0

3.0

5.0

10.0

5.0

5.0

* Time estimates per labor guides

Timing Belt

Water Pump

Tensioner Bearing

Idler Bearing

• AISIN is the largest original equipment water pump manufacturer in the world.
• AISIN water pumps are original equipment on many European and Japanese vehicles.
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